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Abstract

The main preoccupations of research in computer-aided geometric design have been on shapespeci cation techniques for polynomial curves and surfaces, and on the continuity between segments
or patches. When modelling with such techniques, curves and surfaces can be compressed or expanded
arbitrarily. There has been relatively little work on interacting with direct spatial properties of curves
and surfaces, such as their arc length or surface area. As a rst step, we derive families of parametric piecewise polynomial curves that satisfy various positional and tangential constraints together with
arc-length constraints. We call these curves isometric curves. A space curve is de ned as a sequence of
polynomial curve segments, each of which is de ned by the familiar Hermite or Bezier constraints for
cubic polynomials; as well, each segment is constrained to have a speci ed arc length. We demonstrate
that this class of curves is attractive and stable. We also describe the numerical techniques used that
are sucient for achieving realtime interaction with these curves on low-end workstations.
Keywords: isometric piecewise parametric polynomial curves, arc length, computer-aided geometric
design, numerical methods.

1. Introduction

Research into the speci cation of piecewise curves and
surfaces has very successfully attacked the problem of
shape control and continuity across curve segments
or surface patches1 2 . The main theme of these approaches is to de ne an overall space curve C (t) as a
set of piecewise polynomials p0 ; p1;    ; pm . All curve
segments are usually of the same low degree n, and
most often n = 3. Each segment pi(t) is de ned by
means of a sequence of control points Pij ; j = 0;    ; n
that are weighted together by n +1 blending functions
Bij (t) as in
;

pi (t) =

n
X
j=0

Bij (t)Pij

to form an overall piecewise polynomial curve of degree n. Typically the blending functions are the same
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for each curve segment i, so in this case we can write
Bj rather than Bij . There are many variations on

this theme that enforce continuity and a variety of
shape speci cation possibilities. Among the desired
properties of a curve speci cation is ane invariance, sometimes also called co-ordinate system independence, which requires that for an ane transformation  ,

 pi(t) =

n
X
j=0

Bij (t)Pij :

Working with control points is a convenient way
of specifying curves and surfaces. However, this extra layer of indirection can make it dicult to work
with actual spatial properties of the object, such as its
surface area, curvature or arc length. The need to preserve length, area or volume often arises in computer
animation and in physical and geometric modelling,
but this is generally part of a non-interactive postprocess.
An interesting challenge, then, is to derive sets
of blending functions that guarantee arc-length or
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surface-area invariance, but that retain traditional
control-point techniques for interactivity. Furthermore, we wish such solutions to be as independent
of co-ordinate system as possible. As a rst step, we
consider the problem of maintaining segment-wise arclength constraints for piecewise polynomial curves of
degrees 1-4. For curves of degree 3 and 4, the speci cation is based on the familiar cubic Hermite or Bezier
basis. The basis will not be linear in arc length, but
for a given arc length, the solution is both translation and rotation invariant. Our goals are to develop
a curve-speci cation scheme that naturally extends familiar techniques, that has local control, that is largely
co-ordinate system independent, and that can be eciently implemented. Our resolution of these goals is
a family of isometric polynomials.
An extremely-interesting related problem that we
shall not discuss in depth is the following: given
a sequence of points (possibly mixed with tangents
and possibly with nonuniform knot spacing) Pi ; i =
0;    ; n, derive an isometric curve C (t) of degree m
that \optimally" interpolates the points. The notion
of optimality may be based on quasi-physical notions
such as strain energy, or geometric properties of the
curve. Jou and Han give a mathematical development for generally nonpolynomial, arc-length parameterised curves of speci ed arc-length and interpolation
constraints3 . Roulier avoids arc-length parameterisation and concentrates on Bezier curves of arbitrary degree that meet arc-length and convexity constraints4 .
Although neither paper discusses the issue at length, it
is possible to use either approach in a piecewise fashion to get some semblance of local control. What is
less clear is whether these formulations can be used in
an interactive design setting. Low-degree formulations
with piecewise continuity have traditionally been used
in this context. This is the focus of our work. Another
motivation for our formulation is its expected ease of
extension to surface-area constraints.
The use of isometric curves is most obvious in the
speci cation of trajectories for computer animation:
we may wish an object to follow a route of a certain
distance over some time interval, perhaps meeting certain velocity and positional constraints. Another use
is in texture-mapping, which has already been recognised (cf. Bennis et al.5). A third use is in the interpolation of scattered data (e.g., Lee6 ). Isometric curves
have an string or wire-like feel about them, and are
suitable for modelling such inelastic phenomena. Our
curves may also be useful in ltering, where ringing in
a reconstructed signal may be damped by \pulling" on
the curve using an arc-length constraint. Ultimately,
we wish to extend our approach to isometric surfaces
including real \patches" of certain kinds of cloth, paper, moulded plastic, sheet metal, etc.

Our isometric curves are not necessarily arc-length
parameterised curves. In fact, they are extremely unlikely to be so (see Farouki and Sakkalis7 ). An arclength parameterised curve is such that equal steps
in the parameter give equal steps in arc length along
the curve. Such objects would be ideal candidates for
minimising distortion in texture mapping, but there
are very few classes of polynomials that can be analytically arc-length parameterised: the class is restricted to lines. Girard considered this problem in a
trajectory-speci cation context and derived approximate table lookup techniques for arc-length reparameterisations of user-speci ed curves8 . An interesting
open problem is whether or not our isometric curve
formulation easily admits arc-length reparameterisation.
Our curve formulation is based on non-rational
polynomials. The generalisation of the approach to
rational polynomial schemes is both interesting and
challenging. The appearance of a polynomial in the
denominator as well as the numerator results in a formulation that appears to be more dicult to solve
than the non-rational form. This is an excellent topic
for future research.
The next section formulates isometric curves of degrees 1-4. We then discuss the numerical methods required to develop an ecient implementation.

2. Mathematical Formulation of Isometric
Curves

We shall formulate an arc-length constrained polynomial curve segment from rst principles for curve segments of various degrees. The term isometric is synonymous for our purposes with arc-length constrained.
Throughout, our discussion will be concerned with
parametric curves p(t) = (x(t); y(t)); t 2 [0; 1] in the
plane. The extension to general space curves in Rn is
straightforward.
From di erential geometry9 2, the arc length of a
space curve p(t) on domain [a; b] is de ned as
;

A(p;[a; b]) =

Z b

a

kp_ (t)k dt;

(1)

where p_ denotes the component-wise derivative of p
with respect to t. If p(t) is de ned parametrically as
(x(t); y(t)), then the derivative can be taken componentwise (giving a velocity), and the expression for arc
length is thus

A(p; [a; b]) =
=

Z b

a

k(x_ (t); y_ (t))k dt

Z b
p

a

x_ (t)2 + y_ (t)2 dt:

(2)
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In the special case in which p = (x; y) is an explicit
function of x, that is y = f (x), then it is easy to show
that
Z bq
1 + f_(x)2 dx:
(3)
A(p;[a; b]) =

3
0.2

-4

0
0

-2

a

Analytic solutions for these elliptic integrals only
exist for very simple functions. Among the polynomials, for example, analytic solutions exist only for
polynomials of degree two or lower. Perhaps this fact
helps to account for the lack of work in isometric polynomial curve speci cation. Another factor is that isometric polynomial curve families do not admit a linear
polynomial basis. However, we shall see that it is possible to de ne such families that are \quasi-linear" in
the sense that they are translation and rotation invariant, and that have the convex hull property. Furthermore, we shall demonstrate that the computation
of these constraints is quite feasible and that the resulting curves are pleasing.
By way of example, consider the cubic space curve
p(t) = (t3 2t2 + 3t + 1; 2t3 + t2 2t 1):
A plot of this curve for t 2 [ 1; 1] can be found in
Figure 1. A plot of the arc-length integrand for this
curve can be found in Figure 2. The area under this
curve is the arc length. Notice that despite the variation in p, the arc-length integrand is quite smooth,
and would be even smoother after integration. This is
borne out by Figure 3, which depicts the monotoneincreasing integral function A(p(t);[ 1;t]). A fourterm Simpson's rule evaluation of A(p(t);[ 1; 1]) gives
a relative error of 1%, which is almost acceptable
for display-screen precision. A sixteen-term evaluation
achieves a precision comparable to the single-precision
machine epsilon on Sun-based workstations. Gaussian
quadrature or other quadrature schemes may also be
employed (cf. pp346-350 of Watt and Watt10 , and
Guenter and Parent11 ), but the added economy for
low-degree curves is minimal.
We shall now consider possible arc-length constraint
formulations for curves of varying degrees. As we shall
see, quartic curves are required to give the same level
of control as can be achieved with, for example, cubic Bezier or Hermite curves, together with the added
arc-length constraint. However, a we shall introduce a
useful class of Hermite-like isometric cubic curves that
may be sucient for many applications.

2.1. Degree One Curve Segments

Line segments with two arbitrary endpoints P0 ; P1
cannot of course be arc-length constrained, but a family of line segments given by one endpoint P , a direction d, and a length > 0 in fact allow us to specify
c The Eurographics Association 1994
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Figure 1: A parametric cubic space curve.
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Figure 2: The arc-length integrand for the above space

curve.

isometric line segments. Fixing and P gives a circular locus of solutions for d; xing P and d gives a line
of solutions for ; xing d and gives admits a plane
of solutions for P . Finally, specifying each of P , d and
de nes a unique line segment.

2.2. Degree Two Curve Segments

Traditional piecewise parabolic segments are often sufcient for applications needing only C 1 parametric
continuity. However, with the addition of a segmentwise arc-length constraint it is not possible, for example, to interpolate two endpoints per parabolic segment with C 1 joint continuity, all the while maintaining an arc-length constraint. Nevertheless, this is
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Figure 3: The actual arc-length of the space curve,
A(p(t);[ 1; t]), as t varies from 1 to 1.
a nontrivial family of curves that will illustrate our
derivation for higher-degree formulations discussed
later.

2.2.1. A Single Parabolic Curve Segment

Suppose we require a parabola in explicit form
y = ax2 + bx + c
to have arc length > 0 on the interval [0,1]. We require two more constraints to make this curve unique.
From the point of view of curve design, a reasonable
set of constraints would be that the curve must interpolate a y-value P at x = 0 and must have derivative
y_ (0) = T at x = 0. This situation is depicted in Figure 4. Meeting the positional constraint requires that
c = P;
which is easily seen just by letting x = 0 in our expression for y. Similarly, di erentiating y with respect
to x and letting x = 0 shows that
b = T:
We can solve for a by meeting the arc-length constraint. If we require that
A(y; [0; 1]) = ;
then

A(y; [0; 1]) =
=
=

Z 1p

0

Z 1
p

0

Z 1
p

0

1 + y_ 2 dx
1 + (2ax + b)2 dx
1 + (2ax + T )2 dx:

(4)

P
1

x

Figure 4: Constraints on a parabolic curve segment.
Note that the positional constraint does not gure in
the above equation, which is sensible, since an arc
length is independent of the curve's origin. The integral on the right-hand side has an analytic form:
+ 8 a2 + 4 aT )
A(y; [0; 1]) = 2 Aa + AT + ln(44 Aa
a
UT + ln(4 Ua + 4 aT ) ;
(5)
4a
where
p
A = 1 + 4aT + T 2 + 4a2 ; and
p
U = 1 + T 2:
Since T is given, our goal is to solve for a subject to
A(y; [0; 1]) = , for a given > 0. Note that the
term U is constant, but A is not. Some trivial rearrangement of the symbols is possible, but the formula appears to resist further simpli cation. While a
closed-form solution for a appears impossible, a solution, when it exists, can be eciently found using
numerical techniques, as is discussed below. Because
the above equation is quadratic in a, there are usually
two possible solutions. For example, Figure 5 depicts
the solutions corresponding to
= 10; T = 5; P = 0:
Using numerical techniques described in Section 3, we
nd that the two quadratic curves that meet these
constraints are (approximately)
p1 (t) = 14t2 + 5t;
p2 (t) = 5t2 + 5t:
We can therefore choose the desired curve shape by
choosing the solution that is concave up or down as
needed, simply by selecting a positive or negative a.
c The Eurographics Association 1994
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Figure 5: Two parabolic curve segments with y(0) =
0; y_ (0) = 5; = 10.
An important point here is that the log in the equation is a complex natural log. In the above example,
only the solution for positive a, namely p2 , is found
with a real-valued log. Computing with a complexvalued log will nd both solutions. Unfortunately, this
means a direct implementation of Eq. 5 is likely to be
slower than using quadrature on Eq. 4.
A solution will not exist when the desired arc length
is not realisable for a given T . A lower bound for
given T may be obtained by considering the length of
the line segment from an initial point P in the direction T travelling over unit distance in x. The length
of this line segment is thus
p

p

x2 + y 2 = 1 + T 2
= U:

Rather than interpolating position and tangent, it
is easy to formulate isometric quadratics that interpolate two positions P0 ; P1 , at x = 0; 1, respectively, for
example. Noting that y(0) = P0 again implies that
c = P0 :
Moreover, requiring that y(1) = P1 implies that
a + b + c = P1 ) b = P1 P0 a:
The integral equation once again has a closed (but
even messier form), and solutions for a can be found
numerically.
The generalisation of isometric parabolic curve segments from an explicit to parametric representation
is straightforward. Suppose the space curve p(t) =
c The Eurographics Association 1994
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(x(t); y(t)) is to be constrained such that
p(0) = P = (px ; py );
p_ (0) = T = (dx ; dy );
and suppose furthermore that the curve segment must
satisfy an arc-length constraint. There are at least two
plausible constraints. One constraint would be to treat
the x and y components of p separately and impose
independent arc-length constraints on them as follows:
A(x; [0; 1]) = x ;
A(y; [0; 1]) = y :
Another constraint would be to consider the overall
arc length of p :
A(p;[0; 1]) = :
Componentwise constraints are explicit functions in
the parameter, and can therefore be solved from our
earlier discussion. The second constraint, namely true
arc length for a space curve, is both more interesting
and more realistic, since a solution has some hope of
being co-ordinate system independent. Not all solutions to the constraint are independent of co-ordinate
system. Most are not. A scheme based on componentwise arc-length constraints is co-ordinate system dependent by de nition. In the case of isometric curves,
we cannot require complete ane invariance, because
arc length is not invariant under shears and scalings.
This does not mean there is no way to predict the
change in the arc-length as a result of scaling. In
fact, for uniform scaling this is easy. Our notion of
co-ordinate system independence will be restricted to
translations and rotations.
Let the curve segment p(t) = (x(t); y(t)) be
p(t) = at2 + bt + c;
denoting the components
x(t) = ax t2 + bx t + cx ;
y(t) = ay t2 + by t + cy :
Most of the constraints can be resolved componentwise
and are analogous to the solution in the explicit case:
p(0) = P ) (cx ; cy ) = P;
p_ (0) = T ) (bx ; by ) = T:
It remains to solve for the leading coecients (ax ; ay ).
Recalling from Eq. 2 that the arc length for a space
curve on [0,1] is

A(p;[0; 1]) =
=

Z 1

0

k(p_ (t)k dt

Z 1
p

0

x_ (t)2 + y_ (t)2 dt;

6
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after substituting the above constraints, our expression for arc length becomes

A(p;[0; 1]) =

Z 1p

0

at2 + bt + c dt;

(6)

where T = (dx ; dy ), a = 4aa, b = 4aT, and c = TT.
After some tedious algebra, a closed-form solution for
the integral can be found (which is unsurprising, since
a closed form exists for the explicit case). However, it
is extremely messy and uninformative, and indeed it
is more appropriate to solve numerically for (ax ; ay )
directly from the integral equation, since real square
roots are less costly than complex natural logarithms.
Observe that while the positional and tangential
constraints can be solved independently for each component, the arc-length constraint involves both components simultaneously. In fact, the system is underconstrained, since we have two unknowns, ax and ay ,
in one equation. There is thus a large set of possible solutions. One way to get a unique solution is to express
a cross-constraint between ax and ay . For example, ay
could be a functional combination of the given values
together with ax . The simplest cross-constraint would
be
ay = ax ;
for some constant 6= 0. This allows us to write Eq.
6 as a function of a single variable ax and, if a solution to the equation A(p(t; ax ); [t0 ; t1 ]) = for ax
exists, we can back-substitute to get ay . (The notation
p(t; a) means that the coecient a is a parameter in
the polynomial p(t). Thus a would be the indeterminate in the integral equation A(p(t; a); [t0 ; t1 ]) = .)
The advantage gained here is speed of computation,
but a disadvantage is co-ordinate system dependence.
In particular, our resulting curve will be translation invariant, but not rotation invariant. On the other hand,
it has a rather nice property of being \bias" parameter. We shall more to say about this later.

2.2.2. Piecewise Formulations

It is not possible to de ne isometric everywhere C 1
quadratic curves that also interpolate two arbitrary
prespeci ed endpoints. About the best we can do if
C 1 joint continuity is desired is the \go with the ow"
approach: specify an initial velocity and position for
the rst curve segment, and then use arc-length constraints to control the position and velocity of all subsequent segments. This is illustrated in Figure 6, in
which the user is free to specify the initial position
and tangent of rst segment, as well as its arc length.
The subsequent positional information for segment
i > 0 is completely determined by i 1 . This obviously does not result in a particularly powerful tech-

α0
T0

* P
0

* P1

T1
α1

Figure 6: Two parabolic curve segments with a userspeci ed initial tangent and position. Subsequent positions and tangents are controlled by the arc length for
each segment.
nique for curve design, but it may be of some use in
trajectory simulation and in initial-value problems.

2.3. Degree Three Curves
2.3.1. A Single Cubic Curve Segment

The ability to meet four positional constraints exactly
together with an arc-length constraint is not possible with a cubic curve segment. For example, we cannot hope to meet the cubic Hermite conditions of two
endpoints P0 ; P1 , two tangents T0 ; T1 with speci c
magnitudes, together with an arc-length constraint.
However, by relaxing these constraints slightly, we
can achieve a generally satisfactory solution. We shall
rst derive a solution for isometric cubic Hermite segments and subsequently apply this solution to the cubic Bezier form.
The well-known cubic Hermite curve is given by the
constraints
p(0) = P0 ; p(1) = P1; T0 = p_ (0); T1 = p_ (1); (7)
which leads easily to the monomial change-of-basis12 ,
32
2
P0 3
2 2 1 1


p(t) = t3 t2 t 1 64 03 03 12 01 75 64 TP10 75 :
1 0 0 0
T1
This gives rise to the following expression in the userc The Eurographics Association 1994
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speci ed constraints:

p(t)



7



2 t3 3 t2 + 1 P0 + 3 t2 2 t3 P1


+ t3 2 t2 + t T0 + t3 t2 T1
= (2(P0 P1 ) + (T0 + T1 )) t3
(8)
2
+ (3(P1 P0 ) 2T0 T1 )) t + T0 t + P0 :
=

The resulting curve is unique for a given set of constraints. To meet an additional arc-length constraint,
we relax the tangent constraint so that given userspeci ed tangents T0 ; T1 , we nd a Hermite curve
that satis es

p_ (0) = sT0 ; p_ (1) = sT1:
We then solve for s subject to meeting the arc-length
constraint. In this case, Eq. 8 becomes

p(t) = (2(P0 P1 ) + s(T0 + T1 )) t3
(9)
2
+ (3(P1 P0 ) s(2T0 T1 ))) t + sT0 t + P0 :
Observe that if we were able to derive a closed form
for the arc length

A(p(t; s); [0; 1]) =

Figure 7: Three Hermite cubic curves that each meet
the same four constraints on positions and tangents,
but which have varying arc lengths.

Z 1
p

0

x_ (t; s)2 + y_ (t; s)2 dt; (10)

then A would no longer be a function of t. Indeed,
it would be a function of s alone. Furthermore, the
integrand would contain terms in s2 and s under the
square-root (the actual formula is messy, but this is
obvious from Eq. 10). Thus there would be at most
two solutions to the nonlinear equation A(s) = , one
with s positive, and the other with s negative. When
a solution exists, we shall choose the solution s > 0;
since s controls the magnitude of the curve's tangents
at the endpoints of the interval, this will preserve the
overall shape of the curve. Flipping a tangent would
introduce or remove a point of in ection. Figure 7 illustrates how the curve changes to meet three di erent
arc-length constraints while satisfying four constraints
on position and tangent. Figure 8 illustrates the effect of changing the two tangents to the curve, while
maintaining the same endpoints and arc length. For a
wide-range of arc lengths, interacting with these constrained curves is quite similar to their unconstrained
counterparts.
The classic cubic Bezier curve p(t) is given by four
control points P0 ; P1 ; P2 ; P3 . The constraints on p(t)
are that
p(0) = P0 ;
p(1) = P3 ;
p_ (0) = 3(P1 P0 ); p_ (1) = 3(P3 P2 ): (11)
This yields the following standard matrix representac The Eurographics Association 1994

Figure 8: The e ect of varying the tangent of a constrained cubic hermite curve while maintaining the
same arc length and endpoints.
tion:

2


6
4

p(t) = t3 t2 t 1

1
3
3
1

3
3
3
0

3
3
0
0

1
0
0
0

3 2
7 6
5 4

P0
P1
P2
P3

3
7
5:

The cubic Hermite and Bezier curve families are directly related, and in fact the cubic Bezier form can
be thought of as being a convenient speci cation technique for cubic Hermite curves. To solve for an arclength constraint in a manner analogous to the Hermite case, we relax our tangent constraint to
p_ (0) = s(P1 P0 ); p_ (1) = s(P3 P2 ):
Solving for s in this case is exactly as before, and
we shall once again choose the solution for which

8
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Figure 9: Several constrained Bezier cubic curves that

Figure 10: Invariance of isometric cubic Bezier

each meet the same four positional constraints, but
which have di ering arc lengths. The solid curve is
the standard Bezier solution.

curves under rotation. For clarity, the two noninterpolated control vertices are not displayed.

s > 0. Figure 9 illustrates the e ect of changing the

we see three Bezier curves speci ed using eight control
points in which we enforce G1 continuity. Notice that
when an interior (tangent) control point is moved, the
solid curve becomes the dotted curve, preserving continuity. Furthermore, note the local control, evidenced
by the fact that the nal curve segment is invariant
to a change in the tangent between the rst two segments.

arc length of the Bezier curve while maintaining the
other positional constraints. The solid curve depicts
the standard cubic Bezier solution satisfying Eq. 11
(i.e., s = 3). Although these curves do not in general have the convex-hull property with respect to the
original control points, they do have the property with
respect to the control points P0 ; P^1 ; P^2 ; P3 , where
P^1 = P0 + s(P1 P0 );
P^2 = P3 + s(P3 P2 ):
Overall, this curve family has many of the properties
of the standard cubic Bezier form: it is invariant under translation and rotation (for example, notice the
invariance of the curve under rotation in Figure 10),
it has the convex hull property with respect to the
updated control points given by the value s. Furthermore, as we shall see, s is cheap to compute.

2.3.2. Piecewise Formulation

Isometric cubic Bezier and Hermite curves can satisfy the expected constraints to ensure piecewise continuity. Because the magnitude of the tangents across
curve segments cannot be preserved, we have a form
of geometric, but not exact parametric continuity. In
many cases, however, this is quite acceptable. The
magnitude of the tangent vector is of course given by
the s terms described above. In Figure 11, for example,

2.4. Degree Four Curve Segments

If our application requires that we meet position and
velocity constraints exactly, as for example, in trajectory interpolation, then we must resort to quartic
curves. Solving the system of constraints is analogous
to the situation for parabolic segments. In particular,
if we have a space curve
p(t) = at4 + bt3 + ct2 + dt + e
subject as in Eq. 7 to
p(0) = P0; p(1) = P1 ; T0 = p_ (0); T1 = p_ (1);
then after some algebra,
e = P0 ;
d = T0 ;
(12)
c = 3P1 3P0 2T0 T1 + a
b = 2P0 2P1 + T0 + T1 2a
c The Eurographics Association 1994
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9

Figure 12: The e ect of on an isometric quartic

curve.

Figure 11: Continuity and local control for isometric Bezier curves. The circled control point a ecting
the rst two curve segments is moved, resulting in a
change to these segments, while leaving the third invariant.
which leaves a = (ax ; ay ) free. If we let T0 = (x_ 0 ; y_0 )
and T1 = (x_ 1 ; y_1 ), then each component x_ (t; ax )2 and
y_ (t; ay )2 under the square root in an arc-length integral is of the form
x_ (t; ax )2 = Ax a2x + Bx ax + Cx ;

y_ (t; ay )2 = Ay a2y + By ay + Cy ;
where

(4t3 6t2 + 2t)2
(6(d0 + d1 + 2y0 2y1 )t2
+ 4( d1 2d0 + 3y1 3y0 )t + 2d0 )Ay )
Cy = (3(2y0 2y1 + d0 + d1 )t2
+ 2(3y1 3y0 2d0 d1 )t + d0 )2 ;
and similarly for x_ (t; ax )2 . The important point here
is that just as in the case for parabolic segments, the
system is quadratic in a. This is not a diculty; indeed
it allows us extra freedom in choosing an appropriate
curve shape. We have found that most often, alternating positive and negative solutions values for a for
each segment, meaning that the curve alternately goes
from concave to convex, gives the most pleasing shape
for trajectories. In geometric modelling applications,
however, there may be special reasons for choosing
convex curves4 .

Ay
By

=
=

c The Eurographics Association 1994

As with the parabolic segments, we are faced with
the problem of solving for the two a terms in one equation. If we impose the constraint that
ay = ax ;
(13)
then the solution for ax can be quickly computed and
back propagated. The choice of a ects the bias of
the curve1 , as can be seen in Figure 12. For some applications, this bias term may be useful for design.
However, because it directly biases the relative weight
of the x or y components making up the space curve,
the curve is not rotation invariant, though it is translation invariant.
Recalling Figure 12 once again, we note that, all
other things being equal, the dotted curve is the most
symmetric and pleasing. This happens to be the curve
that minimises strain energy. For a scalar function
p(t), we de ne its strain energy over interval [t0 ; t1 ]
as

S (p(t); [t0 ; t1 ]) =

Z t1

t0

p2 (t)dt:

(14)

The strain energy of a quartic polynomial p(t) = at4 +
bt3 + ct2 + dt + e on [0,1] is
2
2
2
S (p(t); [0; 1]) = 144
5 a +12b +4c +16ac +36ab +12bc:
The strain of a space curve p(t) = (x(t); y(t)) is simply
S (p(t); [a; b]) = S (x(t); [a; b]) + S (y(t); [a; b]):
The second derivative is related to curvature, and indeed in an arc-length parameterisation it is equal to
curvature. In general, it approximates curvature, and
thus a polynomial from a class with the lowest strain
energy essentially has the fewest \kinks" and wiggles
in it. By using an ane-invariant measure such as
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strain energy, we are able to remove a co-ordinate system bias from the solution for the leading coecients
a. This now gives us a curve formulation that is isometric and that exactly meets a set of cubic Hermite
or Bezier style constraints. The price to pay is added
computational diculty, which we now address.
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3. Numerical Techniques
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Numerical implementations of the above formulations
require careful study, but generally only elementary
numerical techniques are required for acceptable realtime performance on cheap workstations. We rst discuss stable fundamental techniques that were used in
our implementation and then discuss approximation
schemes when very fast computations are required.
As we saw earlier, an arc-length integral of a lowdegree polynomial is a simple, smooth function. A 412 term Simpson's rule on a uniform subdivision of
[0,1] quickly yields a satisfactory solution. Comparable
results are achieved with gaussian quadrature10 11.
We shall see below how fast approximation schemes
can be built from basic quadrature rules.
Solving the nonlinear equation
A(p(t; s; a); [0; 1]) =
for a scale factor s or for a single coecient a requires
some care. An ideal situation would have been one in
which we would be solving for the bound variable t in
the integral. Unfortunately, we are solving for a single
variable within a square root and under an integral.
The resulting derivative of A with respect to s or a as
necessary is truly frightening and far too expensive to
compute. This makes a derivative-free approach imperative. We have found that secant-rule works extremely well in this case13 . Initial guesses are easy
to manufacture heuristically, and the average convergence to achieve screen resolution is 3-4 iterations.
Solving for the isometric cubic and parabolic formulations requires nothing more than the above, and
our entirely software implementation on a 0.5MFLOP
Sun IPC without graphics assist permits the realtime
manipulation of many curve segments. The computation is most certainly dominated by rendering time. As
it happens, there is a surprising relationship between
arc length and the leading coecient a (and similarly
for s). Figure 13 depicts how the arc length (vertical
axis) varies with the leading coecient a of a typical
quartic curve. The picture for lower-degree curves is
quite similar. Notice the nearly linear tails, tapering
to a minimum. The trough of this curve clearly depends on the boundary conditions of the constrained
polynomial, but in cases where the desired arc length
is distant from the trough, a linear approximation is
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Figure 13: The change in arc length (vertical axis)
as the leading coecient of a quartic varies.

;

quite sucient. This provides a very fast approximation when the length of a curve segment is changed
while the control points remain the same.
Computing an isometric strain-minimisation functional is the most expensive step. To solve for the
isometric polynomial that minimises strain we have
observed that strain near the vicinity of the global
minimum tends tends to have a rounded trough-like
curve with respect to the leading coecients. We have
tried many approaches, but the best one seems to be
successive parabolic interpolation, since it is derivative free, and since it quickly converges if the initial
guesses are in the \valley" of the trough14 . If this cannot be guaranteed, then a more conservative approach
based on golden search can be employed13 .
Our strain-minimisation algorithm is as follows. Our
goal is to nd the quartic polynomial space curve
p(t) = (x(t);y(t)) with the least strain energy that
meets the arc-length and positional constraints. As
we saw in Eq. 13, the positional constraints prescribe
the b; c; d; and e coecients of the space curve. Our
only variables are the leading coecients a = (ax ; ay ).
If we use successive parabolic interpolation, we begin
with three initial guesses for the leading coecient
ax . Meeting the other constraints thus prescribes the
corresponding ay for these guesses. We evaluate the
strain energy ea of the resulting polynomials and t
a parabola through the points corresponding (ax ; ea ).
We compute the minimum of this parabola, giving us
a new ax , and we discard the rst guess. After an average of 4-5 iterations, we nd a xed point. Notice that
this algorithm requires the both the arc-length integral and arc-length constraint satisfaction algorithms,
x

x
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described above, as subroutines. As implemented, this
implementation can compute the continuous update
of about 10 such strain-minimal curves at about 10
frames/second on a Sun IPC.
When speed is at an absolute premium, we suggest
the following scheme. For simplicity of notation, let
us consider approximating the arc-length of a function y = f (x; s), namely an explicit function in x with
parameter s for which we ultimately wish to solve.
When employing any nonadaptive compound quadrature rule on uniformly spaced samples, we approximate an arc-length integral on [0,1] as follows:

A(f ; [0; 1]) =



Z 1q

1 + f_(x; s)2 dx

0

n
X
i=0

q

wi 1 + f_(ix; s)2 dx; (15)

where the wi are the weights given by the quadrature
rule employed. As mentioned earlier, for a compound
Simpson's rule, n is usually small (with n = 8 generally being quite sucient). Thus evaluating Eq. 15
once is fast. The ineciency arises because it is repeatedly evaluated to solve for a given arc length, and
it is further repeated in strain-energy computations.
It it would be worthwhile to approximate the compound quadrature rule by a low-degree polynomial, if
possible.
In any of the above formulations, if we solve for
either a leading coecient or a scale factor, we always
get a quadratic function in that parameter under the
square root. That is,

A(f ; [0; 1]) 

n
X

p

wi ai s2 + bi s + ci;

(16)

i=0
where the ai ; bi , and ci are easily computed from the

control points and ix. While techniques from computer algebra might sometimes be helpful in computing an analytic square root of the quadratic, we instead consider a series approximation. The Taylor's
series for a single term within the summation is:
p





2
p
pc + pc 2ac 8bc2 s2 +
as2 + bs + c  c + 2bs

pc  b 3
ba s3 +
(17)
16 c3 4 c2

pc  3 b2 a a2
5 b4 s4 +
16 c3 8 c2 128 c4
O(s5 ):

Thus each term involves the square-root of a quadratic
function in the quadrature rule given by Eq. 16 requires
of a single square root, namely
pc, inthethecomputation
approximation to the quadrature rule,
c The Eurographics Association 1994
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Eq 17. If we sum the Taylor's series corresponding to
each term in Eq. 16, we arrive at a polynomial approximation to the arc length. Letting the polynomial to
be of low degree (e.g., 2-4) allows us to solve eciently
for arc-length directly as a function of s.
To summarise the technique, we approximate the
arc-length integral for an arbitrary low-degree polynomial by writing it as a formal quadrature rule,
performing a series approximation of the individual
terms, and noting that when we sum the approximations, we get a low-degree polynomial in the parameter
to solve, with only a small number of square roots to
compute. The coecients of the polynomial can be
computed and directly substituted into the formulation. We stress that this solution is an approximation
but the author has obtained good preliminary results.
A more rigorous evaluation of the technique is necessary, however, and is the subject of current research.

4. Conclusion

We have presented an interesting class of Hermite-like
isometric polynomial curves, and we have discussed
a their implementation. Interacting with the isometric curves is as natural (or not) as working with the
unconstrained Hermite form, and our formulation of
these curves has local control and co-ordinate system
independence.
One diculty with the quartic form is that the
strain-energy based objective function operates locally, in keeping with our theme of local control. This
means that individual curve segments look quite good,
but that the joints between curve segments may exhibit high local curvature. Several strategies may be
employed to address this problem. One would be to optimise strain energy over more than one curve segment
at a time. This would a ect the local-control properties of the formulation. Another approach would be
to formulate a di erent objective function to be minimised. After all, there is no requirement that a real
trajectory must have minimum curvature at all times.
A nal approach would be to increase the degree of the
curve and have it operate over wider support. Again,
this undermines the local-support assumption.
As was mentioned earlier, we have only considered
non-rational polynomial forms in this paper. Extensions to rational forms would be worthwhile.
Our formulation was chosen in the hope that it
would make simpler the extension to isometric surfaces. We are just beginning that work now. Despite
the apparent geometric simplicity of sheets of paper,
patches of cloth, and pieces of sheet metal, surfacearea constraints are mathematically much more subtle
than arc-length constraints.
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